
 

 

 

Year by year, cross-platform technology is getting better and gaining new 

trends, attracting developers from different areas with its ability to create 

applications for multiple platforms with just one programming language 

used. This is the goal that Facebook once pursued and created the React 

Native cross-platform library. 

React Native stands for a framework written in JavaScript that allows 

you to develop "production-ready" iOS and Android applications. React 

Native is notable for rendering UI natively on each of the platforms. This 

creates the feeling of a "native" application. By using JavaScript and JSX 

markup, you can code UI in a declarative way, which makes coding 

faster and clearer. Another awesome trick is the ability to write code and 

see the changes made immediately without any compilation. React 

Native motto is "Learn once, write anywhere!" 

Well, let's learn it once and develop everything with React Native! 
 
 
 

BASICS 
 

1. We strongly advise you to start learning React Native by mastering 
JavaScript. 

 
Pay particular attention to the following: 

● Objects, prototype-oriented OOP, and creating an object hierarchy; 
● Asynchronous operation and use of Promise; 
● Bug fixing tools. 

 
 

Other specifics of JavaScript are no less 

important for full-fledged programming in React 

Native and understanding them will be a great 

advantage for training. 

 
 

1. Up your skill and use JavaScript best practices. You can 

find more information here and here. 
2. Add JavaScript typing and avoid lots of errors at the coding 

stage. To do so, study the TypeScript Documentation. 

 
 
 

BEST PRACTICES AND BASICS 

 

1. Novice developers should be familiar with all the basic principles of 
the OOP. 

2. Understanding as many design patterns as possible will be a huge 
plus.  

3. Skills in SOLID will also be a plus. 
4. Even though JavaScript does not support multithreading, 

skills in this concept will definitely come in handy. For 

example, they can be helpful when developing native 

modules in a React Native application. You will learn the 

basics of this topic in the article “Multithreading and 

Concurrency Fundamentals”. 

 

Think beyond the references provided and look for 

different sources to understand the approaches from 

different angles and on different examples. Search or 

invent tasks in any subject area and try to solve them 

using the principles you have learned. 

 
 
 

REACT NATIVE 

 
1. React Native community has made an effort and compiled clear 

documentation. 
2. Gain insights from other developers. Learn useful 

playlists from the CallStack Engineers YouTube 

channel. 

3. Understand how React Native works inside by reading 

this article. 

4. Incredibly powerful and extremely useful repository with 

React Native resources. 

 

We advise you to study ready-made libraries with UI 

components and other tools that will definitely simplify your 

life. Here are a couple of the most commonly used 

libraries: react-native-vector-icons, react-nativemaps, 

react-native-splash-screen, react-native-image-crop-

picker. 

 
 

 
1. The key part of mobile app development is the navigation 

release. Take a close look and try to implement 

navigation in practice with one of the most popular React 

navigation libraries. 

2. It's high time to learn the Redux architectural 

approach that will allow your application to be 

coherent, scalable, easily maintained, flexible, and 

predictable. 

3. Now it's your time to get acquainted with Expo. It's a very 

useful framework, platform, set of libraries, and tools for 

developing applications on React Native. 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript
http://www.w3schools.com/js/js_best_practices.asp
http://medium.com/before-semicolon/50-javascript-best-practice-rules-to-write-better-code-86ce731311d7
http://medium.com/before-semicolon/50-javascript-best-practice-rules-to-write-better-code-86ce731311d7
http://www.typescriptlang.org/docs/
http://blog.alexdevero.com/principles-of-object-oriented-programming/
http://blog.alexdevero.com/principles-of-object-oriented-programming/
http://blog.alexdevero.com/principles-of-object-oriented-programming/
https://refactoring.guru/design-patterns/typescript
https://refactoring.guru/design-patterns/typescript
https://refactoring.guru/design-patterns/typescript
http://marcosantadev.com/solid-principles-applied-swift/
http://marcosantadev.com/solid-principles-applied-swift/
http://www.educative.io/blog/multithreading-and-concurrency-fundamentals
http://www.educative.io/blog/multithreading-and-concurrency-fundamentals
http://www.educative.io/blog/multithreading-and-concurrency-fundamentals
http://reactnative.dev/docs/getting-started
http://www.youtube.com/c/CallstackEngineers/playlists
http://www.reactnative.com/under-the-hood-of-react-native/
http://www.reactnative.com/under-the-hood-of-react-native/
http://github.com/jondot/awesome-react-native
http://github.com/jondot/awesome-react-native
http://reactnavigation.org/
http://reactnavigation.org/
http://reactnavigation.org/
http://redux.js.org/
http://redux.js.org/
http://docs.expo.dev/
http://docs.expo.dev/


 

 

 
 

 

USEFUL ARTICLES TO LEARN REACT NATIVE: 

 
1. React Native: Top 10 Best Practices We Follow at Innofied 
2. React Native Coding Standards and Best Practices 
3. React Native: Do’s And Don’ts 
4. React/Redux: pitfalls and best practices 
5. React Native Redux Best practices 

 

Sound theory always comes backed by practice! 

Create your first test application, practice certain 

skills on it, and then show the code and tell why 

certain solutions were used. 

 

 
 
 
WE ARE WAITING FOR YOU! 

 
 

https://nixstech.com/ 
 

 
 

http://www.innofied.com/top-10-react-native-best-practices-to-follow/
http://gilshaan.medium.com/react-native-coding-standards-and-best-practices-5b4b5c9f4076
http://www.qed42.com/blog/react-native-best-practices
http://slashgear.github.io/react-redux-pitfalls-and-best-pratices/
http://github.com/psypersky/react-native-redux-best-practices
https://nixstech.com/
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